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SubStantial numbers of chi/dr'en watch television news

Nearly one-third of the kindergarten throughlifth grade students surveyed

by Atkin <1978) said they watClua national television news program 'almost

every day", while abodt the same nunber claimed they watch a local news

program daily. Nearly,' onehalf-'Of the sample said they watch '"in the News",

a series of news stories for children aired Saturday morning on,CBS, "- lot

Atkin found also-that.older childr&n were more likely than,younger children

to report watching national news and "In tie News".

Broadcasters and educators are showing increased interest this

youthful. audience. Broadcasters air a number of news and public affai

programs such as "In the News" that ,are designed. for child audiences, and

CBS plans to add even more journalis to its Saturday morning entertainment

schedule. It will produce a progran3 called "30 Minutes" that will feature

CBS correspondents reporting about stories of Special interest to young

people ("CBS- and IBC ", 1978). Ed cator eantime, seem to be increasingly

interested in- teaching. children to become knowledgeable consumers of

television entertainment and news. They often use television news and public

,

affairs programs for om:stlideassignments or topics for dis sion inside

the classroom.

Although a or goal of broadcasters and educators is learning f

news and public affairs programs, few researchers havehave1turned their attention

to-this area. The research that has been done deals primarily with manipuiation

of production variables and the. effects on recall. Murphy (1976) foundthit

`children were able to recall stories with filM more frequently than stories

that consisted of a "talking head% COhen, Wigand,' and Harrison (1975) sugge

that -children -are bet er able to recall stories that contain emotional" components.



e studieS d4o not, however, addia great deal to our understanding of

g process through which children leer- from television news. .

hont'anunderatanding of this process, the researcher feces a mj ia.d 'of

content.vartiables'that could be manipulated (e.g. verbal complexity, visual
LE

complexity, story-structure) and that

\-
For \thls\rea

children le

y interact with 'p&rceptual variables:

the present stud- focuses on the .process by which

frome a television news story. The pr assumes that learning

from the *Os is depdndent on '',a mediating ,p cesa,of in expreta_--ion..and'

perception (McLeod and Reeves, 1977) , and, therefore eicamilms a number

perceptual variables ac1ua.ings liking the content; lbelieving

and perceiving the fdnction the content is designed, tp serve.

A

Chi, dren'view.new

interese is the effect of news story context on learning.

stories,that are placed in a number of diffeDvat Contexts.

-Some st ries desigaed espe ially for childr- "In the News") are.

shown in the context of Saturday morning cartoons and fantOy dra

_ stories, designed ,Eor adults

serious public affairs formats,

e

are presented in the context o more

possible that the differing contexts'

alter perceptions of the stories and that this affects learning.

This Study tests ate assumption that a ch id's perceptions of the program

ffect learning, and the child's perceptions are. in Bern affected by ags and

program context. It also tests the-ashum4ion that age has'adirect/efEect

on learnin (See Figure 1.)



RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The independent.. med perceptual Variables listed above were included

in this study beCause they appear Co be logically xelated to the dependent

variable; and some have been useful Predict s of effects in research

dealing with televisir entertainment programse Although these predictors

appear frequently in mass communication literature, theyjiave bean tested

with dependent.variables other than learning and-have been used with adults

rather than Child-en., This leaves a ,paucity of empirical and theoretical

Ruppert for firm, predfctions ab

+

the direction of effects in this study;

a.

Also, the absence of'. related research makes it easy to put forth conflicting
/

prediction's for early all of the independent and perceptual variables used-

here. For this reason, the present study is exploratory in nateTe and deals
q,k

primarily with a series of research questions rather than hypotheses. Tie

rationale for exploring these.predittors follows.

One component of a'child's perception of television news.

4 .

would seem to be'be ievmbility the journalistic setting believability
0

might be defined as the. eceive 'vs perception of the accuracy of a media.

,
.

representation of a real-world event. Although numerous studies have dealt

with credibility, they Used adults as subjects and some measure of attitude

'change as a dependent variable (McGuire, prt7viding little guidance foj

this Pro ect. The resear6h question ad he% beeomes: What iS the effectr

of-childrene,perceptipe of believability\qf a ne story on learning?

Liking the program and etorye A search of messa e and learning

literature sh little light on the relat onship ,bet en liking the, message

content.and learning.

-ee
e peuldargue'th'at liking the, ge increases



ttention _urrf enhances 164rning, Or it could be argued's-that liking

distracts from the informational.cOntentnd reduces learning. hi a study

separates the content of the news story_from the content of the program,

. / ,

because it is possible a child will lilsone and torlhe other._ Thig*
.}.-

poses two research-questions: What is the effect liking the program on

learning from the news story and what ip-the effect of liking the story On

Stotylearning fI news

function."There is probably a reat deal of variance in ehildrens'

perceptigns of functions the new edia try to serve, a

a news story. abc4use news z
J_

and info lion-functions, the. individual

serve

this may be related.

with entertainment-'

perception of the Communicator's

motivation y.help determine the 'amount of learning that tales place. Perhaps

those who think the story was included 't serve an information function learn

more fromitthwn those who believe it Was included as entertainment because,:

theformer
,

onsistent with t'be learningbprocess: This seems to be

related to the area of uses and gratifications of the mass media, but the uses

And gnats- research deals with the -44), audience members use the mass media to

mnettheir goals and values, rathe-_ than receiver's perception of'source in-
-,

.,(Katz, al., 1974); Thus the '.research question becomes: Does the childs

.yerception of theso unicator,'s purpose or including a news story inje cast

`affect learning from that news story?

Age. The 'chiltl's age should have both a direct and indirect effect on

learning from television(news story.- Olde children should have more effective

cogni 'tive skills than younger children, and, therefore, should .learn. more from-.

a news story,tha: you ger children.. Whilalthere is no theoretical basis for

prediction, age may affect learning through the. perceptual vartables For example(
!,



It IS posSible

and understand

and

tha olderL children like the news more, believe_

the intended function of the.news,

ese reasons, learn more from

relationship between age and

variables and.askp pie quest

Variables? .Age Is'operation lized

the news-more.'

etier than younge child en

Thi- study predicts a positive.

learning while,cont:olfing f-
/

on: does age

Story -Context'.

the perceptual

learning through the pe ce nal

this study-by using grade.

,The Centext,in'which a news,
-I

indirect effect, on _learning th

autgaters who see

0% *.

.
program and story tore and lea

context

ry is Placed should have'

ugh, the perceptual variables listed above-

e-news story embedded cartoon .context may like the

_ more than those who see it.in the newscast

On the other -hand children wh6 0-see the news-story embeadeclin the

newscast might be more likely to think-it

rate it higher i believability than those who

sqrves as information function and

d

it in tea., cartoon contexf.see

This could result; in great- learning in the newsca
-..

/

conflicting poSsibilities, the question

t condition. :Because of hese.

ecomes: How does the manipulation of

nelhs story context affect the child's perceptiloaof th_

from it?

program and learning

A elContext.Interaction: .No prediction is,made about the age by context

interaction because there isno th6oretical basis fer-one. The.pOssibilities,

however, are, inteFesting, It's possible that the older children will be bored

by the cartoons and learn more from the newscast while younger children do

the oppos it also possible that younger children will be lets able to

distinguish-btween the fantasy contentof'the cartoons anddthe- reality content

of thi news story and this could affect learning. The final research question:

and context on children's learninwfrbm.Is there interaction effect o

-elevisiOn ne nir?



MXT1-10D

The ,study was_popducted with 435 third through seventh grade students

anesville, qiseonsin in spring of 1977. Each student was asked-to fill

out a quea tionnairethat asked ques tions aboUt'tdievision and news viewing.

.

The childr'en were then asked to watch a 10-mlnute videotape containing the

manipulation' of viewing -lorilext. Four classes in eachgrade were randomly

assigned to the two-Iiiewing conditions. After watching the videstape all
.

'children answered the same multiple-c_ questions about faetUal materla

the story -and their perceptions of the s ory

Independent Variables. The news storycontex wasImanipulated_by

showing childranwinthe 'VW viewing conditions the same one - and - one -half

'Minute long news,story about a new fine arts museum in Paris, France that

was,takensfroma Saturday morning 7"ln the News" p ig a In the first

conditibmthe story was surrounded by typical Saturday morning programmirig--two

cartoon segmenta and five 30- second commercials along with the original "In

ewe . opdA and close. In the second. ondi ion, the same story. appeared.'

With da introduction by 'Hughes, d as the fourth I. em in a.7CBS Morning News"

segment. The newscast also Contained commercials, and the story.Appeared

0 -

at the'same dime in each viewing condition.:

45

TheIpther'indeperident.variable, grade, and the perceptual variables were

measured by questionnaire items that the children answered alter they had seen

tape.,

De endent-Variable. The dependent measure yas a'10-itet multiple

cioice quiz that asked factual questions about the stimulus _ews story.

:7\

The deacribed-a controversy about, he construction of the new art

.L)

aohseum so the questions covered, factual

new building, its'appearance, a:kA the teason_tor the co: ersy._,Children

were given- a score of one for each correct ,answer and items were summed

r. _

e4rial such as the locat &on the

ti

0



for a measure of'learniag.

Liback's Alpha was .77.

The measure of test reliability wing

RESITI,TS '

' The data .we e,analyzed'in two stages, each using hierarchiql egrgssion.

The first set of regres

news story using all

equations predicted l arning from the tele-gision

theindepeile t and perceptual Variables in the.

study. The second predicted the'perceptual'Wariables using then two antecedent

variables: grldeand context. Tbe'analysis peace was designed toindicate

whether the antecedent variables affect learning directly and/or indirectly

through the perceptual riahles.
ti

The first regression analys1s,predicting,learn g,. is shorn ire Table 1..

vg perceptualPvariables were entergd as a block because they, were

_expected to have main effects an,iearning, and there was no theoretical reason

- .

for ordering. Grade and eointext were entered in e eqUation next to see if they

predicted any:additional variance not accounted- for by. the perceptual variables.

The interaction between grade and contet was added last

5

I

'The first equation In Table 1 0hoc s that the four perceptual variableslike'

program, believability, -Y aftd like story--had signifiLcant main

effects learning. Story function N.iaa the best,predictor of_learing while
0

G
believability accounte h- least anoint of. variance.

..,,,

The second eqUatcon i Table I indicates that the manipulation of

the context in which the story appe ed had-mocindepende;t effect on, learning

beyond that accounted for by the perceptual variables. Grade 'howeve produced



a very strong direct effect on learning. The-addition-bf grade substantially

'decieased the -gresai4 coeffiCiept forfiking the -perograM by _making

statistically is

for function of the.story, indic ting that age did (affect learnin

ificane. it- also decreased somewhat the Beta weight

these two intervening `vari-ables.

data, in Table lafso show a statistically-significant grade by

co interaction. closer lOok at the means shows that. children in the

'third, fourth and fifth grades learn core fro the news story imbedded the

newscast than they,d14 from the y in the cartooft,context, On the other

hand, the sixth and seventh graders learne more from the story in the cartoon

context. .ee Figure TWO.9

FIGU1R 2 _ OUT

'regres4sion equations secondecond tage of the analysis are

hown,in. Table 2.: -Grads and context were regressed against the fOur perceptual.

. .
).

variables to see if- either accounted f-- any f the Variances of the perceptual
. , s

variables.

Although coneext was.e*pected to affect

VOi'ables, accounted for.

one, liking the pregrats

tape with the cartoon

number of the perceptual

gnifoicant portion of the variance in. oni

night be e pected children liked the stimulus

e than they liked the one with the newscast. Iris
vgg

interesting to note, however, that context did not affect how much they

liked the news story itself.

Grade predicted two of the perceptual variablesliking the,program and

s tory function: This means that the older childre liked the entireatiMulus



fr

package less than the yotn ger childr04,. and the,,,o/ er children were more

likely to perceive the story function -ae being vine of information rather ,

than entertainment.

Because ,contex

pn y one pe

learning,

did not have a Kiln effect on learntng, and it predicted

p foal variable!.-liking .the,gragrauHwtieh did riot affect '

.
,.7,-

appears 'that context had neither a direct nor" indirect effett

on leaning from a news story. Grade also predicted liking the program, which

did not affect learning, : nnd orY function, which had-a positive relationship.

Lth learning. Thus; =1t appearsthat Grade acted on learning direrly and o

indirectly thiough story function.

The grade' by context intezAct u°did not --edict

variables.

,DISCUSSWN

jheVa iables in this study account for a significant portion of= the

the perceptual

varianceAn learning.(37,:percent) considering that nh intelligence
'Measures

useC elievability; Ulan- t!le story, and understanding the function

of the story all predicted learning.

predie

news

arn.ed the most from

ngest and last interesting,

function of story 'indicating that those who understoorlthat

ory was presented'forinformati-_ rather n entertainment

Even,, though program context. had no effect nn three pf the ,perceptual

variables id the study, it did: predict liking the program, as it should 'have.

=GbildreP liked the cartoon program than the news program.. Although this

did not a feet lOarning in .this study, it may have a _ g 'Impact in

an;-eXper
-

-enta1 setting. Children In this study had little A native

the expe- _entate preented,- even though,
tq -watc hin g- the to revision progra



they. could have: been_ inattent

10

heir own living rooms, they- might

have:'Wached the nn the Newq prOgrams and, ignored regular news programs.

In 'Ibis case; context would have been important.

The data do not really explain the weak age by conteit interaction

on learning sh

the new

inT-Figure 2. We suspect that most df the children-, erceived

older children were more bored by-it thanas being serious, but

,the younger-children. The youn erchild

the newscast because they thought It

More from The Older-children ma

"extent that it interfered with learn

may have paid more attention to

as serious and, therefore learned

have been bored by the newscast to the

g.

The.multipleR reported in tns, study .6l), produced by regress g.

perceptual variables on the learning scores,is much larger than that reported

in a' number of television entertainmAnt effects studies. using these variables
,

..
,

.singly. This may indicate that her is valui in using an actual programming

in the classroom to establish a specific referent for measuring hildren'S

reaction to t levision. 'For example children's perceptions of source

motivation was.a particularly strong predictor of learning.

much'easidr for the children to react to a specific
4

a cinestion about a category fueSsagesa

The data about perceived

of uses and gratifications re

incons,istency

of the

have been

message rather than answer

motivation are also interesting in terms

Effects may be dependent on consistency

-een-the use of the ssage by the receiver and the intent

.L/

ource. :et6ived-inten- of the source may influen,e the use that

people make of a message.

'i'he data,aIso indicate that any thing rogram producer- can do to

enhance either liking the news cry or believing the story would improve

learning'. It may be, however, that these perceptual variableSere,not that



11

easily ManipUlateelby content. It's interesting to note that liking the

,program does..not predictlearning whfleli-king-Tthestory doe and there d

z positive relationshipbetween liking the story and liking news in general.

.25', p .001). )Bel eying the story also tends to be related to believing

television newsin general (r= 33, p< 001).

In othek words, itMight be more effective to try to improve learning

:

by altering children's perceptions of the media rather than manipulating

content Variables. If CBS wants to increase learning-fa its "In the News"

series, it might be able to do this best by designing instructional materials

for schoolS that explain the function of the television news media.

These findings should also support educator6 in thei efforts to

reach children become knoWledgeable consumers of the news media. If

Teachers can encourage children to like the news,, believe the news, and

understand.it- intended functions children may learn more from news and public

affairs' programs.



-FIGURE I

Categories o :.Var ahles Used as Predictors of Learning

Independent , Perceptual-

Variables: Variables,

Believability

Ake
Liking the program

Story Context
Liking the story

Age/Context
Perceived function

Dependent
Variable

Learning



TABLE

Heirarchical Regession Analysis of Seven Predictors of Childrens'

Learning from a Television hews Story. (N=435)

Predictor
Variables

Regression
. 1

, Regression
2

Regressions
3

Like Program .15 .04

Believability .10 .11

Story -Punctionb ;39 ,.29 *"

Like Story ***

Contex tc -.04

Grade .30 ***

Context/Grade Interaction

Multiple R .546 ** .609 ..*A'* .615 ***

Increment in R .073/0** .006 *

*p.05
*,p < 01

**ID .4 .001

aBeta wot h-s are not shown for the equation in which the interaction term is

included because they are not empirically-meaningful. The best measurement oB

importance of the interaction term is the increment added to R2 by the inclusion

of the product term (Ailson, 1977).-

bStory function was. measured on a four-point scale raging from no in o-- -ion,

function (1) to high information function (4).

cViewing Context was 'coded: news contekt (-1);, cartoon con



aa ninga

FIGURE 2-

Plot of the Experimen 1 Condition By.GradeInterac
Childrens' Learning from a Televisionllews Story

.9'

n in Relation n to

Cartoon Context

News Context

qn index representing learning from the news story was created by summing
the number cif questions out of nine each child answered correctly about
the story



Heirarchical Regression Analysis of Graddfand Story Context as Predictors

of Cbildrens' Perceptions of a Teleilsion News St-ry
(11=435)

Regression Regression

1 4'2

Dependent Variable: Believability

Story Context
Grade

Story Context /Grade Interaction

R
Increment in R

Dependent Variabinction

Story Context.
Grade

Story Context /Grade Interaction
4

Increment in R

Dependent like Story

Story Context
Grade

Story C- text ade.lnteraction

R
-Increment in R

Dependent Variable: Like Progfam

Story Context
Grade

Story Conte:KZ/Grade Interaction

R
Increment in R

.05

-.02

.05

.00

.35 ***

.35 ***

.04

.01

.35

.00

.04
:05

. 35 ****--

-429 ***

. 45 .45 ***
.00

a See footnote naT in Table 1
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